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Félix González-Torres and Berlin 

 Among the sea of street art in Berlin, it’s quite easy to pass by the large ominous mural 
above Linienstraße & Kleine Auguststraße. The piece by critically-acclaimed Cuban-American 
artist Félix González-Torres towers over the streets of the Mitte district, yet it remains subtle and 
humble enough to feel entirely in place within the city. The solid-black mural includes a single line 
of white gothic text reading, “Es ist nur eine Frage der Zeit,” a German translation of the phrase, 
“It’s just a matter of time.” 

 When I encountered Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time), I didn’t recognize it until it was 
pointed out to me. I had been so overwhelmed by the amount of street art and tagging in Berlin that 
I had nearly missed this piece by an artist I highly admire and whose work I had written about 
numerous times during my university studies. I’ll admit, I was a little embarrassed for not 
immediately spotting the mural, but in initially missing it I realized walking by without noticing 
might have played right into a concept of the work itself. 

 In a Google image search, this specific piece is absent. Other editions of the work––
mostly on billboards––are present online in both German and English, but the version in Berlin-
Mitte seems to have gone largely unnoticed in the project’s cataloguing. The reasoning for this lack 
of available documentation is unclear to me, but I can’t help wondering if that aspect adds to the 
suggestion of the mural. 

 Strangely, the version in Mitte is a mural rather than a billboard. It is visually congruent 
with its other editions, but it exists as a painted work on the side of what looks like a former 
residential building (now a gallery), slightly altering the commercially-subversive context that 
comes with the usage of billboards. The text is also much smaller in the mural compared to how it 
is displayed in galleries and on appropriated advertising spaces where the text fills the whole wall 
or frame. 

 The German translation of “It’s just a matter of time” becomes more of a question, and I 
mean that in a literal sense. “Es ist nur eine Frage der Zeit” contains the verb “Fragen”, which 
means “to question” or “to ask”. The statement itself leaves a pressing question in its wake, “It is 
just a matter of time until… what?” 

 I thought it could mean the piece would be forgotten. When I visited, chunks of the mural 
were missing, as the wall of the building had weathered with time. I was surprised nobody had 
bothered to retouch the 26-year-old mural, considering other artworks by González-Torres require 
replenishing candy piles and stacks of prints regularly. By originally passing by it, perhaps I’d 
proven the artist’s point. If I, a tourist and art history fanatic, hadn’t noticed it, maybe others had 
stopped noticing too. 

 González-Torres has had a notable artistic presence in Germany since 1992, when he was 
awarded a fellowship through the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) to work in Berlin. 
That same year, Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) was exhibited for the first time as part of 
Gegendarstellung – Ethics/Aesthetics in Times of AIDS, organized by the Kunstverein in Hamburg. 
For his billboard works, González-Torres required they be installed in at least six different 
locations, suggesting that the painting of Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) in Berlin-Mitte 
concurred with the original Kunstverein exhibition. 

 The artist was aware of what might come along with creating public artwork in Berlin 
during the early ‘90s. The Berlin Wall was dismantled in 1989, a mere three years before the artist’s 
public works were installed in Germany.  While the collapse of the wall and subsequent German 
reunification process could be seen through hopeful eyes, this period was one of anxiety and 
uncertainty. What happens after revolution? What would this mean for the future of Germany? 

 González-Torres addresses this fear in his choice of typography for Untitled (It’s Just a 
Matter of Time). In both its German and English versions, the text is displayed in a calligraphic 
Fraktur typeface, a form of blackletter or gothic script historically tied to German printing. The 
style emerged in 16th Century Germany, remaining popular through the late 18th Century until its 
general phasing out in favor of Antiqua styles during the 19th Century. Fraktur was later used more 
infamously in the early 20th Century in Nazi Germany, even being Adolf Hitler’s script of choice 
for the cover of Mein Kampf. A more modernized blackletter style was adapted for Nazi 
propaganda. Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) serves as a reminder of Germany’s vicious past. 
For a Berliner passing by on the streets of Mitte, the message breaks the casualness of everyday 
life, situating viewers within the historical context of the city. 

 Let’s be clear: Félix González-Torres was an openly gay Cuban-born American 
immigrant and a serious cultural activist. In discussion of Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time), I 
want to emphasize that the work doesn’t only apply to Berlin as a city and Germany as a nation. It 
is tied to that history, but Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) is a highly layered artwork, and I 
can’t detach it from González-Torres himself without neglecting who he was and what he stood for. 
The piece Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) is about German history and the anxiety it elicits 



upon reminder, and it is also very much about AIDS. In the context of the Kunstverein exhibition, 
the piece brings its audience into the conversation about AIDS and public health, remaining vague 
enough for viewers to have to answer it for themselves. 

 What remains curious about the version of Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) in Berlin 
is how greatly it differs from what Félix González-Torres is most known for, yet it still carries 
qualities that are emblematic of his practice. The mention of the artist’s name tends to be associated 
with his participatory installations, such as Untitled (Portrait of Ross in L.A.), a collection of 
cellophane-wrapped candies with dimensions that vary by how the work is installed. Visitors are 
welcomed to take a piece of candy from the installation, and the host gallery regularly replenishes 
its weight to 175 pounds, the ideal weight of the artist’s partner, Ross Laycock. Though González-
Torres made other portraits in this manner, Laycock became the primary focus of some notable 
works around 1991. It was that year when Laycock passed away due to AIDS-related affliction. 
Understanding the backstory, Untitled (Portrait of Ross in L.A.) and similar pieces are often read as 
metaphors for slow, drawn-out death. These themes of death and dying remained prevalent 
throughout the artist’s career, concluding with his own death in 1996 at the age of 38, also at the 
hands of AIDS. 

 González-Torres kept coming back to death as a subject even prior to and years after 
Laycock’s passing, for example addressing death at the hands of another person with the aptly 
named Untitled (Death by Gun) in 1989. While all of his artworks were politically charged, 
Untitled (Death by Gun) was one of the most blunt and to the point, presenting a collection of 
prints describing every person killed with a gun in the United States for a week in 1989. González-
Torres also approached death by time or illness with Untitled (Last Light) in 1993, which carried 
existential weight while remaining more open to interpretation. It includes a single strand of lights 
hanging vertically and reaching the floor of the space it resides in, eventually seeing each bulb burn 
out over time and needing replacement. This background is an entry point into how Untitled (It’s 
Just a Matter of Time) can be understood, especially its Berlin edition. 

 Death can be applied as a specific or metaphorical answer to the question, “It is just a 
matter of time until… what?” When we think of death, we often think of losing loved ones. For 
González-Torres, that was Ross Laycock. For many others in the gay community, it was their loved 
ones. Because I was previously aware of the artist’s fate, Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) was 
painful to see. I’ve gotten hints of the feeling from some of his other artworks, but this one 
practically asserts González-Torres was predicting and acknowledging his own demise. It was just 
a matter of time until he himself passed away from AIDS. 
  

 Considering this, the mural exists as an artifact left behind in the artist’s past, and its 
physical location in Berlin builds itself another layer of historical context that interlaces with that 
of González-Torres. The fall of the Berlin Wall sparked that familiar question, “It is just a matter of 
time until… what?” A potential fear was an answer of, “History will repeat itself.” The death in this 
situation would be that of democracy, followed by the reemergence of fascism, authoritarianism, 
and Nazism. In the visual reference of German history through the use of the Fraktur type, 
González-Torres reminds viewers of the violence waged by Nazi Germany, a state in which he, a 
gay man, would have most certainly been killed. 

 It was just a matter of time until Berlin would look like it does now, 26 years later. Mitte 
was gentrified soon after the Kreuzberg district of Berlin, and the former East German center of the 
city has become a bustling art (and tourism) hub. Around the installation of Untitled (It’s Just a 
Matter of Time), KW Institute for Contemporary Art opened its doors just down the street from the 
mural, which recently displayed another work by González-Torres, Untitled (Chemo), in the 
gallery’s entryway from 2017-2018. The building Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) resides on is 
now the Gerhardsen Gerner gallery, and a shiny ultramodern penthouse has since been added to the 
roof, complete with a lawn and swimming pool. The Berlin González-Torres once worked in is 
long gone, or it remains at least buried by wealth and newness. 

 The mural of Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) in Mitte, like the participatory works of 
González-Torres, functions as a material performance. The piece has transformed in meaning as the 
city has grown and decayed, and its paint chipping away provides a sense of how time has led to its 
own actual decay. It is still quite cynical in nature, likely even more so after 26 years, but 
González-Torres gave it a vague enough message so we may continue to read it differently as time 
passes and the world changes. Untitled (It’s Just a Matter of Time) captured a sentiment of the time, 
but it also exists with time. 

 It is just a matter of time until… 
 Loved ones die. 
 The artwork is forgotten. 
 History repeats itself. 

Es ist nur eine Frage der Zeit 
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